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Look at the three pictures. 

What sports do they show?

How are the sports different from each other?

How are they similar?

Do you do any of these sports?

Picture Task

Task 1 Imagine you are a fitness 

trainer. You have a new 

client who is an old, overweight 

man. He wants to lose weight 

and get fit. With a partner, 

decide on a sports schedule for 

him. What sports / activities will 

you recommend and why? How 

often should he do them? What 

wouldn’t you advise him to do?

You have a friend 

visiting from the UK 

and they are a big fan of sport. 

They want to attend some 

typical sporting events in your 

country. With a partner decide 

where you will take them.

Task 2

Discussion

Do you do any sports? Which ones?

How often do you think people 

should take part in a sport?

What are some positive things 

about doing sports? Are there any 

negative things?

Do you like watching sport? Do you 

prefer to watch sport in person or 

on television? Why?

Would you like to do an extreme or 

adrenaline sport? Which one?

What about things like darts, chess 

and pool – are these sports? 

Why or why not?
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Dear readers,

Well, it’s the end of another school year. And what 
a year it has been. But now we can slowly start 
turning our attention to the long holiday ahead 
and to relaxing a bit. Are you planning on going 
anywhere special this summer? Seeing a bit of the 
world you are not familiar with is a great chance 
to learn something about yourself – check out our 
article about life lessons that can be learnt from 
travelling. We’ve also got some tips for a holiday that 
is out of this world with a trip to some interesting 
places in our solar system. And one journey is also 
ending – we have the final part of our road trip 
around the UK. This time we’re visiting the North-
East of England. With all this free time ahead of you 
we’ve also got some ideas about how you can fill it. 
We meet some young female performers you might 
want to catch in concert. If you are a sci-fi fan, we 
have some great series for you to watch. We’ll look 
back to a daring WWII mission that changed Czech 
history, look ahead to how computers and our brains 
might work together and have a few laughs with an 
article about puns. And, of course, much more to 
keep you going until September. Thanks for reading 
all year and have a wonderful summer!

Liam, Zuzana and Šimon
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Solutions in the TF and on the
web the following month

KEY TO ICONS

Listening on CD

Extra materials in the 
Teachers’ File (TF)

CD

Many Star Wars fans will be excited 
about the premiere of the new Obi-Wan 
Kenobi series this May. Read more about 
this show and others in our TV article.24

Another spin-off?

You Kenobi serious!
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Where does each heading go? 
Match it to the correct section.

Task 1

To Learn from Others

To Be Flexible1

To Learn New Things

To Be More Confident

To Take a Break

To Endure3 More

To Love Experiences 
More Than Things

To See the World 
Through New Eyes

To Be Curious2

To Love Our Planet

Li
fe

 L
es

so
ns

It can be anything from a trip 
to the Louvre to going on an 
African safari; when we travel we 
see and experience new things 

and learn new facts about our world. That 
nurtures10 our brains, making us smarter, 
more cultured, and more curious, too!

3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maybe you’ve just gotten off 
a 12-hour flight or waited out 
a snowstorm in an airport. 
Maybe you’ve trekked11 up 

a mountain or gone scuba diving12. Traveling 
puts us in situations that test our strength 
and improve our ability to deal with things.

4

How much can you pack in one 
suitcase? When we travel, we 
learn we don’t need a whole 
house of things to exist. 

Usually, we only need what we can carry 
on our backs. We also learn to value13 the 
experiences we have as more important 
than the things we own.

5

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

We all need a change of pace 
and scenery sometimes. Maybe 
you relax when you travel, 

which is great because you can take things 
more slowly and notice new details about 
life. You can also spend this time reflecting 
on yourself4. Whether you go one hundred 
miles a minute or walk two miles an hour 
on your vacation, the change of pace5 is 
also important. It can help you reset6 and 
get out of your routine and habits.

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The one thing about plans is 
nothing ever goes according to7 
them. Whether it’s a mixed-up8 
hotel reservation or a conflict 

with a traveling partner, trips are never 
completely smooth9. So when we make 
travel plans, we also learn to break them. 
This teaches us not only flexibility and 
compromise, but also spontaneity.

2
A2–B1 TravEl
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Can you guess the meaning of the 
underlined phrases from context?

Task 2

1 flexible  [ˈfleksəbl] – pružný
2 curious  [ˈkjʊəriəs] – zvědavý
3 to endure  [ɪnˈdjʊə(r)] – vydržet
4 to reflect on yourself  [rɪˈflekt] – 

zamyslet se nad sebou
5 pace  [peɪs] – tempo
6 reset  [riːˈset] – resetovat, restartovat
7 according to sth/sb  [əˈkɔːdɪŋ tə] – 

podle něčeho, někoho
8 mixed-up  [mɪkst ˈʌp] – popletený
9 smooth  [smuːð] – hladký
10 to nurture  [ˈnɜːtʃə(r)] – rozvíjet
11 to trek  [trek] – vystoupat
12 scuba diving  [ˈskuːbə daɪvɪŋ] – 

potápění s přístrojem
13 to value  [ˈvæljuː] – hodnotit
14 flavor  [ˈfleɪvə(r)] – chuť
15 landscape  [ˈlændskeɪp] – krajina
16 to embrace  [ɪmˈbreɪs] – 

osvojit si, přijmout
17 inhabitant  [ɪnˈhæbɪtənt] – obyvatel
18 valuable  [ˈvæljuəbl] – hodnotný
19 diverse  [daɪˈvɜːs] – různorodý
20 capable of  [ˈkeɪpəbl] – schopný

Vocabulary

overwhelmed  [əʊvəˈwelmd] – 
ohromený
resourceful   [rɪˈsɔːsfl] – vynalézavý
otherwise  [ˈʌðəwaɪz] – jinak
to trade  [treɪd] – vyměnit

Listening Vocabulary

Listen to a dialogue (CD Track 1) 
about traveling.

Try to note down what life 
skills and personal qualities Ana 
learned by traveling.

Listen again and answer the 
following questions:

1 Which two countries did Ana 
visit before moving to the 
Czech Republic?

2 How did Ana find her way when 
she got to the Czech Republic?

3 What device didn’t Ana know 
she needed?

4 What parts of Czech culture did 
she have to learn?

5 What does she like about the 
Czech Republic?

CD Task

When you travel, you go on 
adventure. You can try new 
foods and different flavors14. 
You can have new experiences, 

like seeing a new kind of landscape15 or 
trying a new sport. This all helps us to be 
more curious about our world and to look 
for knowledge and new things. It gets us 
out of our comfort zone. We can even learn 
to embrace16 change in our lives.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seeing the beauty of the natural 
world and meeting its living 
inhabitants17, whether they are 
people, animals, or plants, shows 

us how important planet Earth is to all of us. 
It shows us the Earth is our home, and it can 
inspire us to take better care of our world.

7

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Traveling is also about the 
people you meet. Meeting people 
with a different background 
is a valuable18 experience. 

It teaches us about other people’s 
perspectives and beliefs. We can learn to 
be more tolerant in our diverse19 world.

8

If you go to a different country, 
you might see things are done 
differently there. It can be big 
things, like the transportation 

system, or little things like what people eat 
and how they cook it. These differences 
show that life can be lived in many different 
ways, and that we can learn from others. 
Maybe we can improve something in 
our own country based on what we saw 
somewhere else?

9
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You can climb a mountain. 
You can meet new people. You 
can learn a new language. The 
important words here are you 
can. Traveling teaches us that 
we can do many new things. 

Trying new things and putting ourselves 
in new situations builds our confidence. 
By traveling, we can see what we are 
capable of20.

10

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Read more
stories on the topic

on the next page.
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A2–B1 TravEl Track 2–3CD

read the stories and summarize in one or two 
sentences what the people have learned. Does it 
match any of the things on the previous page?

Task
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Four years ago, my family and I visited 
a friend in Ecuador in South America. It 
was unlike any European holiday I had ever 
had. Not only because the vegetation and 
climate were so different, but because of 
how differently the people lived. When 
I wandered1 away from the clean, well-kept 
streets with souvenir shops and expensive 
restaurants, I found myself walking along 
dirty alleys2 with small, broken-down3 
houses. I was shocked that what tourists 
saw was only a facade4, hiding the true lives 
of the local people.

What I found the most surprising, however, 
was the attitude5 of Ecuadorians. In the 
evening, these sad-looking streets would fill 
with food stalls6, music and crowds. While 
chatting and laughing away together, they 
cheerfully explained to me what types of 
empanadas* I should choose. They were so 
welcoming and friendly, and I realised that 
though these people may not have all the 
riches that we in Europe are used to, they 
are happy anyway. Suddenly, my problems 
that seemed so serious at home seemed 

far away and unimportant. What does it matter if 
I’m not living like everyone seems to on Instagram? 
The people in Ecuador were happy in the company 
of their friends and family, brought together by good 
food. Though at first I only noticed their poverty, 
I eventually discovered that their lives were rich – 
spending time with their friends and family, sharing 
jokes, dancing to music and enjoying food. Since 
then I’ve been trying to find happiness in the smaller, 
more ordinary7 things in my life, as those are far more 
important than anything that can be bought.

SONIA FURLONG  (UK)
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s When I was 16 years old, I traveled 
to Mexico City with my high school. 
There were seven of us and we 
spent the summer there building 
houses and cleaning up parks as 
part of a community service project. 
It was my first big trip away from 
home and I was really excited. We 
lived in an ordinary house in Mexico 
City with a woman named Flavia 
and her big shaggy8 dog Choco. The 
people in the neighborhood were 
wonderful and patient9 with my bad 
Spanish. It was great! But we were 
always worried about drinking the 
“bad” Mexican water. “Don’t drink 
the water. Mexico City water will 
make you sick,” everyone said. Well, 

guess what – they were right. One day I ate vegetables 
that had been rinsed 10 in water and was horribly sick 
for a week. When I asked Flavia why the water in 
Mexico was bad, she laughed. “The water in Mexico 
isn’t bad, it’s just different. When I go to America, 
I get sick from the water there!” Since then, I’ve never 
considered anything in a foreign culture to be bad, just 
different. Even if it’s something I don’t understand. It’s 
just different.

DAMIEN GALEONE (US)
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ActivitiesTF
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1 to wander  [ˈwɒndə(r)] – toulat se
2 alley  [ˈæli] – ulička
3 broken-down  [brəʊkən ˈdaʊn] – 

sešlý, rozbitý
4 facade  [fəˈsɑːd] – fasáda
5 attitude  [ˈætɪtjuːd] – přístup
6 stall  [stɔːl] – stánek
7 ordinary  [ˈɔːdnri] – obyčejný
8 shaggy  [ˈʃæɡi] – chundelatý
9 patient  [ˈpeɪʃnt] – trpělivý
10 to rinse  [rɪns ɒf] – opláchnout
11 afterthought  [ˈɑːftəθɔːt] – 

dodatečná myšlenka
12 to accommodate  [əˈkɒmədeɪt] – 

vyjít vstříc
13 to master  [ˈmɑːstə(r)] – 

zvládnout, naučit se
14 to treat  [triːt] – zacházet
15 to raise one’s voice  [reɪz] – zvýšit hlas
16 clueless  [ˈkluːləs] – nechápavý
17 to get charged  [tʃɑːdʒd] – 

dostat naúčtováno

Vocabulary

empanada – a pastry filled with meat 
or vegetables in Latin America
tourist bubble – stuck in your 
own tourist world, just doing 
things designed for tourists, not 
experiencing the real place you are in

Glossary

Discuss

Can you describe a travel 
experience that taught you 
something valuable? What?

Listen to more stories on the 
Gate CD. exercise in the TF

CD Task
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As a North American, I was never really taught 
a second language in school. Unlike in Europe, 
where kids learn a second language almost from 
the time they start school, second languages are 
pretty much an afterthought11 in North America. 
This leads to a few things: a continent where 
most people speak English and expect everyone 
else to accommodate12 them when they travel 
abroad. Also a feeling that, as a North American, 
you can’t master13 another language.

For me, traveling abroad changed that. 
I realized not only was I able to learn another 
language, but knowing a few words and phrases 
makes all the difference in how people treat14 
you. The first time I went to Asia, to Thailand, 
I made sure to learn a few basics, like “Hello” 
and “Thank you” and “How much?” and how 
to ask directions and how to count. I also made 
sure to learn a few cultural Dos and Don’ts – like 
never raising your voice15 or shouting.

As a result I wasn’t treated like 
a typical clueless16 tourist, but like 
somebody who respected the culture 
and got some respect because of that. 
People were more willing to show me 
places off the tourist map, like super 
local restaurants, and help me out 
when I needed it. It also meant I didn’t 
get charged17 the tourist price when 
I bought things in shops. It’s a great 
feeling to be able to travel, especially 
when you learn enough words to step 
out of your tourist bubble* and really 
experience another place.

JOSHUA MENSCH (CAN)
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A2–B1 SOCIal MEdIa

a TikTok Teen
Is Here to Fight

for Ukraine
Social media is a powerful force for truth 

and for disinformation1. See what one 
Ukrainian TikToker is doing to help her 

country and to fight fake news.
ANASTASIA MOUSER (US)

Social Media in 
Wartime
The clock doesn’t tick2 on TikTok. It’s well 
known that the social media app doesn’t 

timestamp3 the videos 
that are posted, but 
for many Ukrainian 
TikTokers, the date of 
Russia’s invasion on 
February 24th 2022 
is clear from their 
posts. Before this 
date, accounts 
may have 
posted the 
regular 
dance or 
travel 
videos. But 

now Ukrainians are showing 
new wartime content. There 
are videos of the bombings, 
the Ukrainian president, and 
even instructions on how to 
drive a tank.

videos From 
Underground

Valerie Shashenok (20) is 
a photographer from Chernihiv, 
a Ukrainian city near the borders 

with Russia and Belarus. She posts 
on TikTok under the account Valerisssh. 
Her posts before the war were full of 

videos from her photography trips and 
Generation Z fashion. After February 
24th, her life quickly changed. She 
began posting in English from the 
bomb shelter4 where she and her 
parents were hiding. Soon, she was 

showing the world what her life was 
like in the shelter. There are cooking 

videos where she makes Turkish 
coffee with a blowtorch5. The 
Russian national anthem6 
plays sarcastically in the 

background. Her mom makes 
borscht on a hotplate7. She 
shows us the very basic 
food they have: rice, pasta, 
powdered8 mashed potatoes, 
and, of 

course, 
grechka, or 

buckwheat9. She 
writes “grechka is love”. 
While life in the shelter 
is difficult, she tries to 
put a little humor into 
the videos.

a TikTok Teen
Is Here to Fight

for Ukraine

a TikTok Teen
Is Here to Fight

for Ukraine
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1 disinformation  [dɪsˌɪnfəˈmeɪʃn] – 
dezinformace

2 to tick  [tɪk] – tikat
3 to timestamp  [ˈtaɪmstæmp] – 

časově označit
4 shelter  [ˈʃeltə(r)] – kryt
5 blowtorch  [ˈbləʊtɔːtʃ] – letovací lampa
6 national anthem  [næʃnəl ˈænθəm] – 

národní hymna
7 hotplate  [ˈhɒtpleɪt] – přenosný ohřívač
8 powdered  [ˈpaʊdəd] – v prášku
9 buckwheat  [ˈbʌkwiːt] – pohanka
10 destruction  [dɪˈstrʌkʃn] – zkáza
11 striking  [ˈstraɪkɪŋ] – výrazný
12 to flee, fled, fled  [fliː fled] – 

utéct, uprchnout
13 to document  [ˈdɒkjument] – 

zaznamenat, zdokumentovat
14 refugee  [refjuˈdʒiː] – uprchlík
15 to raise awareness  [reɪz əˈweənəs] – 

zvednout povědomí
16 censorship  [ˈsensəʃɪp] – cenzorský
17 to oppose  [əˈpəʊz] – oponovat
18 powerful  [ˈpaʊəfl] – mocný

Vocabulary

splinter – a little piece of sharp wood 
that breaks off from a bigger piece 
(and can get stuck in your skin). The 
verb, to splinter, means to break into 
smaller pieces.

Glossary

The Power of reality
Her posts about what’s going on above 
ground are more serious. They show the 
destruction10 the war has caused. Shashenok 
shows a children’s hospital that had been 
bombed and mentions that she went there as 
a child. In one striking11 video, she plays Kanye 
West’s song “I Love Kanye”. As West raps about 
missing “the old Kanye” she shows videos of 
Chernihiv before the war. But when the song’s 
lyrics change to hating “the new Kanye”, the 
video shows the destruction from the bombs. 
Shashenok told CNN that she makes the videos 
to fight Russian disinformation and “to show 
people how it looks in real life. That it’s real life, 
and I’m here.”

a very different TikTok
However, TikTok is being used very differently 
within Russia. There, Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram have all been blocked by the 
Russian government because, according to 
a new censorship16 law, mentioning the war 
in Ukraine is a crime. Chinese-owned TikTok, 
which can still be used in Russia, has banned 
both any new Russian-made videos and 
foreign content. All that remains on TikTok are 
old pro-Putin videos and pro-war propaganda. 
There’s nothing at all from inside or outside 
Russia to oppose17 this description of events. 
It’s what experts call the “splinternet*”, 
meaning the internet in Russia is different 
than it is outside.

So, will TikTok ultimately help or hurt Ukraine? 
Russian disinformation is a powerful18 force, 
both in and outside of Russia. However, when 
influencers like Shashenok get millions of 

views, there is hope that people, in real life, can show the world 
the truth. Let’s hope the people in Russia get to see it.

Fighting the War 
Online
In the week of March 13th, Shashenok left 
her parents and fled12 to Poland. In one 38-second video she 
documents13 her long and difficult journey. She ends with the 
message “It’s the most horrible trip of my life. Thank you, Putin.” 
From there she moved to Italy, where she is staying with a host 
family. Now safe, she uses TikTok to show her life as a refugee14 as 
she continues to raise awareness15 of the war.

Shashenok has millions of views on TikTok, and she’s not the only 
one. In a speech right before the invasion, Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelensky called for “Activists, journalists, musicians, 
actors, athletes, scientists, doctors, bloggers, stand-up comedians, 

TikTokers and many others” to 
work to stop the war. Ukrainians 
have not been silent on the app. 
With their help, many experts 
say that Ukraine is winning the 
social media war against Russian 
disinformation.

Decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F).

Task

7 President Vladimir Zelensky doesn’t think TikTok has a role to play in the war.

3 Before the war, Valerie Shashenok’s TikTok was about Millennial fashion.

1 TikTok videos all include the date they were posted.

9 “Splinternet” means the internet is the same around the world.

4 The Russian National anthem plays in Shashenok’s video clip about making coffee.

5 Shashenok used Kanye West’s song in one of her videos about the bombings in Chernihiv.

6 Shashenok fled to Poland and then to Italy in March.

8 Non-Russians are allowed to post on TikTok in Russia.

2 There’s a video on TikTok about how to drive a tank.

Solutions in the TF and on the web the following month
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B1 TECHNOlOgY

A neuron is a nerve cell10 in the brain. When one activates, or 
“fires”, there is a small electrical signal. Sensors can read the 
activity and tell a computer what’s going on. The computer must 
learn what all those signals mean. This is easiest (though still very 
difficult) when looking at physical movement11.

What does that mean? Well, the signals that represent ideas, 
words, images and so on are very complex. However, systems like 
BrainGate can learn that this pattern12 of neurons means “move 
that muscle”, and that pattern means “move this other muscle”.

How Computers “read” Minds

A computer can then change that signal, so instead of “move this 
muscle”, it means “move a cursor this way”. With a lot of practice 
and a lot of computer power, someone can then learn to move 
a cursor or select a letter on a screen. In the case of BrainGate, this 
lets people whose bodies are paralysed use a computer or even 
move a robot arm just by thinking about physical movements.

last year, you might have seen
the exciting videos of Pager the 

macaque monkey playing the
computer game Pong using only his 
mind. His brain signals were sent to 

a computer via an implanted device1. 
does this mean we’re about to have

mind-reading computers?
PAUL FARRINGTON-DOUGLAS (UK)

Mind-
Reading

Machines?
Why Brain-Controlled 

Technology Is (Probably) 
Still Far Away

Big Promises
Pager the macaque belongs to Neuralink, the company founded2 
by Elon Musk to research brain-to-computer communication. 
Musk makes big promises for Neuralink, such as “a Fitbit for the 
skull3” and “cures4” for autism. Facebook predicts thought-to-
speech5 apps in just five to ten years (technological miracles6 are 
almost always “just five to ten years away”). And it doesn’t take 
much googling to find excited stories about when we will start 
using a thought instead of a password (in just five-to-ten years, 
of course).

So how realistic is all this? Well, brain-computer links7 already 
exist, as we saw with Pager’s Pong-playing. In fact, this kind of 
tech isn’t even very new: we can’t be sure of the details because 
Neuralink is very secretive8, but similar technology has been 
around for years. The most famous is called BrainGate, which 
uses sensors9 attached to the brain to let paralysed people type or 
move a cursor on a screen.
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I Know What You’ll do

More in the Future?

Other brain researchers 
are trying different 
things. Researchers at the 
University of South Wales 
in Australia, for example, 
have been studying the 
brain signals involved in 
choices. They asked people 
to make a choice between 
two actions. The people had 
20 seconds to think about 
it before choosing, and the 
researchers studied the brain signals while they thought. After 
a lot of practice, a computer learned to predict what the person 
would probably choose up to 11 seconds before they decided.

This project is very interesting because it shows that we make at 
least some choices before we consciously13 know it. The computer 
is still not “reading thoughts”, though. It only works in very 
specific situations.

Although the big promises 
of Facebook and Musk are 
almost certainly too much, 
there are hints15 that real 
“mind reading” computers 
may be developed in the 
future. Some scientists are 
studying exactly which 
neurons fire when people 
look at different pictures. 
They then try to use that 
data to “read” what people 
are looking at, using the 
help of the very best AI.

Does it work? Well, the results are pretty amazing. The computer 
could generally guess something of the shape and pattern of the 
image. We’re surely (*cough*) “just five to ten years away” from 
being able to pick a picture from someone’s mind!

1 device  [dɪˈvaɪs] – přístroj
2 to found  [faʊnd] – založit
3 skull  [skʌl] – lebka
4 cure  [kjʊə(r)] – lék
5 speech  [spiːtʃ] – řeč
6 miracle  [ˈmɪrəkl] – zázrak
7 link  [lɪŋk] – propojení
8 secretive  [ˈsiːkrətɪv] – tajnůstkářský
9 sensor  [ˈsensə(r)] – čidlo
10 cell  [sel] – buňka
11 movement  [ˈmuːvmənt] – pohyb
12 pattern  [ˈpætn] – vzorec
13 consciously  [ˈkɒnʃəsli] – vědomě
14 volunteer  [vɒlənˈtɪə(r)] – dobrovolník
15 hint  [hɪnt] – náznak

Vocabulary

Discuss

Would you like to have a mind-reading 
computer? How would you use it?

Find words from the text that fit the definitions 
below, then fit them into the crossword grid:

Task

Say what will happen in the future

A brain cell that can send an electrical signal

Not able to move a muscle

A picture such as a photograph

Devices that can detect light, 
sound, heat, electricity, etc.

The arrow on a computer screen 
that you move with a mouse

People who agree to take 
part in an experiment

Looking for something 
online using a search engine

The study of the brain and how it works

Solutions in the TF and on the 
web the following month

8

9

4

5

21

6

7

3Words, Words, Words
What about reading speech from 
thought? This could let people 
send messages just by thinking 
about words instead of typing 
them. At a neuroscience lab 
at the University of California, 
researchers are trying to develop 
this technology. Volunteers14 
have sensors that read their 
neurons, then the volunteers read 
sentences. A computer “reads” the neuron activity and tries to 
predict what they are saying. The computer gets it right more 
than 60% of the time. Amazing! Or is it?

The volunteers are reading from a set of sentences. The computer 
doesn’t “translate” the neuron activity into individual words; 
it recognises the patterns for whole sentences. Eventually, this 
may let paralysed people “think” messages from a menu of 
phrases or sentences. Amazing, yes; but mind-reading, no.

A Pictures that volunteers looked at
B What the computer read from their brains

A

B
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B1 HISTOrY / aNNIvErSarY ActivitiesTF

Operation Anthropoid

resistance and 
revenge

Operation 
Anthropoid
It was September 1941. 
The Reich Protector of 
Bohemia and Moravia, 
Reinhard Heydrich, was in charge of4 
destroying the Czech resistance5 through 
fear and murder. To show the Czechs how 
confident and secure he was, he liked 
to drive in an open-topped6 car to his 
headquarters7 at Prague Castle.

The Night 
of December 
28th–29th, 1941
After months of training in Scotland, Gabčík, 
Kubiš and other members of the army 
parachuted into Bohemia. They stayed with 
families involved with the resistance, but 
the assassination attempt10 did not happen 
until the morning of May 27th, 1942.

resistance and 
revenge

Maybe you haven’t
been to church in a while, 
but you should visit the 
Orthodox church of Saints 
Cyril and Methodius in 
Prague 2. Why? The church 
is a memorial site1 which 
Czechs must approach2 
with reverence3. read 
about the events of 
Operation anthropoid, 
80 years ago.
KENNETH LOEBER (US)

October 3rd, 1941
Operation Anthropoid was hatched8 by the 
Czechoslovak government in exile: shoot 
Heydrich as he drove by or throw a bomb 
into his car. Easy. But who would do it? Out
of more than 2,000 Czech and Slovak
soldiers serving in the Czechoslovak exile

army in the United Kingdom, Jozef Gabčík
(Slovak) and Jan Kubiš (Czech) were

chosen to assassinate9 Heydrich.
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1 memorial site  [məˈmɔːriəl saɪt] – 
pamětní místo

2 to approach  [əˈprəʊtʃ] – přistupovat
3 reverence  [ˈrevərəns] – úcta 
4 to be in charge of  [tʃɑːdʒ] – mít velení
5 resistance  [rɪˈzɪstəns] – odboj
6 open-topped  [əʊpən ˈtɒpt] – 

beze střechy
7 headquarters  [hedˈkwɔːtəz] – 

hlavní kancelář
8 to hatch  [hætʃ] – zosnovat
9 to assassinate  [əˈsæsɪneɪt] – 

spáchat atentát
10 attempt  [əˈtempt] – pokus 
11 curve  [kɜːv] – zatáčka
12 to blossom  [ˈblɒsəm] – kvést
13 submachine gun  [sʌb məˈʃiːn ɡʌn] – 

samopal
14 to jam  [dʒæm] – zaseknout se
15 to wound  [ˈwuːnd] – zranit
16 wire  [ˈwaɪə(r)] – drát
17 furious  [ˈfjʊəriəs] – zuřivý
18 to betray  [bɪˈtreɪ] – zradit
19 troops  [truːps] – vojáci
20 to flood  [flʌd] – zatopit vodou
21 bullet  [ˈbʊlɪt] – kulka
22 retaliation  [rɪˌtæliˈeɪʃn] – odveta

Vocabulary

May 27th, 1942
Every day Heydrich traveled to Prague 
Castle from his home in Panenské Břežany, 
about 14km north of Prague. The resistance 
knew exactly where his car would slow 
down at a curve11 in the road in Libeň. 
Gabčík and Kubiš were in position, ready 
for the attack.

Birds were probably singing that morning. 
The trees were blossoming12. A beautiful 
Prague sun was shining as Heydrich’s car, 
driven by his personal driver Johannes 
Klein, slowed. It slowed almost to a stop 
and Gabčík raised a submachine gun13 to 
fire, but it jammed14.

Heydrich raised his own pistol to shoot at 
Gabčík, but at that moment Kubiš threw 
the bomb. It exploded near Heydrich’s car. 
The explosion did not kill Heydrich, but 
it wounded15 him. The explosion was so 
strong that the two Germans’ jackets flew 
into the air from the back seat and hung on 
a tram wire16.

Kubiš jumped onto his bicycle and rode 
off. Gabčík escaped on foot, chased by 
Heydrich’s driver. Gabčík finally got away 
after he shot the driver in the leg. Heydrich 
collapsed on the street. He died from his 
injuries on June 4th.

June 10th, 1942
Hitler was furious17 when Gabčík and Kubiš 
could not be found. The Nazis believed the 
village of Lidice was involved, so Hitler had 
its 173 men shot and its women and most 
of its children sent to concentration camps. 
The village was then completely destroyed. 
Another village, Ležáky, was also burnt to 
the ground.

June 18th, 1942
Gabčík and Kubiš, with five other soldiers, 
hid in a crypt under the church of Saints 
Cyril and Methodius for three weeks, but 
they were betrayed18 by another soldier. 
On June 18th, 750 Nazi troops19 tried to get 
the fighters out of the crypt with tear gas 
and by flooding20 it with water. Finally, 
after hours of fighting bravely, all the Czech 
fighters were killed. Some died in battle, 
and some took their own lives. Today you 
can still see the bullet21 holes in the wall at 
the entrance to the crypt on Resslova street.

Cruel Consequences
The Nazis arrested 
thousands and murdered 
hundreds of people 
because of the attack. 
Bishop Gorazd took full 
responsibility for hiding 
the resistance fighters. 
He hoped to save as 
many lives as he could. 
He and all the priests 
from Cyril and Methodius were murdered 
by the Nazis on September 4th.

Despite the many killings of civilians 
in retaliation22 for the assassination, 
Operation Anthropoid was the most 
important act of the Czechoslovak 
resistance against the Nazi occupation. 
It was the only successful assassination of 
a Nazi officer organized by a government 
during the Second World War. 

Discuss

Do you know more about 
Operation Anthropoid?

What are some examples of 
bravery from the operation?

Have you seen any films about it?

The story of Operation Anthropoid is told through a 200-metre-long mural created 
last year in Libeň close to the spot where Kubiš and Gabčík attacked Heydrich.
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This month our road trip explores the most
northern country of the UK. Scotland has everything 

you could wish for. There are ancient castles, 
beautiful landscapes, cool cities, rich culture –

and lots and lots of rain.
COTy EyCHANER (US), LIAM PEACH (UK)

A2–B1

Finale
The North-East

part 8

Newcastle
Our first stop here is Newcastle 
upon Tyne, the biggest city in 
the region. It is also known as 
one of the friendliest places in 
the country, and the accent here, 
known as Geordie, is regularly 
voted the UK’s favourite. It 
does take a bit of getting used 
to though, so you might need 
to ask the locals to repeat 
themselves now and again. As 
the name suggests, Newcastle is 
located on the River Tyne. With 
its twin city across the river, 
Gateshead, it was an important port and manufacturing1 centre 
for hundreds of years. These days, most of the quays2 have been 
converted3, and the Quayside district is now one of the coolest 
parts of the city, with restaurants, clubs, art, music and markets.

The City’s 
Bridges
You can also get 
a great view of the 
city’s seven iconic 
bridges from the 
Quayside district. 
The Tyne Bridge was 
built in 1928 and is 
probably the best-
known symbol of the 
city (as well as being 
the inspiration for 
Sydney Harbour Bridge 
in Australia). The 

newest bridge is the Gateshead Millennium Bridge, which allows 
both walkers and cyclists to cross the river. It was the world’s 
first tilting4 bridge and is sometimes known as the blinking5 eye 
bridge, because of the way it moves to let boats pass underneath.

Whitby

The last part of our UK road trip sees us arrive in the 
north-east of England. It’s a big place with loads to see 

and do, so there’s no time to wait. let’s hit the road!
LIAM PEACH (UK)
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1 manufacturing  [mænjuˈfæktʃərɪŋ] – 
výrobní

2 quay  [kiː] – přístaviště, nábřeží
3 to convert  [kənˈvɜːt] – přestavět
4 to tilt  [tɪlt] – naklánět se
5 to blink  [blɪŋk] – mrkat
6 to splash  [splæʃ] – cákat
7 vintage arcade machine 

 [ˈvɪntɪdʒ ɑːˈkeɪd məˈʃiːn] – 
starý herní automat

8 paradise  [ˈpærədaɪs] – ráj
9 themed set  [ˈθiːmd set] – 

tematická sada
10 glitter ball  [ˈɡlɪtə(r) bɔːl] – disko koule
11 wingspan  [ˈwɪŋspæn] – rozpětí křídel
12 beach hut  [ˈbiːtʃ hʌt] – plážová kabinka
13 pier  [pɪə(r)] – molo
14 ruined  [ˈruːɪnd] – rozpadlý
15 abbey  [ˈæbi] – opatství
16 landmark  [ˈlændmɑːk] – dominanta
17 victim  [ˈvɪktɪm] – oběť
18 creepy  [ˈkriːpi] – děsivý
19 breeze  [briːz] – vánek
20 seagull  [ˈsiːɡʌl] – racek

Vocabulary

4dX 
Cinema, 
gaming 
and Selfies
From the Quayside 
we’re going to the 
city centre, so let’s 
jump on a metro. 
Newcastle is 
one of only four 
places in the 
country to have an 
underground rail 
network, so let’s 
make the most 
of it. The Gate is 

Newcastle’s best entertainment complex, and there are loads of fun things to do 
here. The 4DX cinema allows you to experience films in a completely new way – 
the seats move, wind blows in your hair, rain splashes6 your face, and you can 
even smell what is happening on screen.

If video games are more your thing, you have to check out the CTRL Pad, 
a gaming centre that is home to everything from vintage arcade machines7 
to the latest games on PlayStation and XBox. Or if you want to take your 
gaming experience further, try the latest virtual reality gaming at YuMe World. 
And finally, we have to visit Selfie Central. It’s an Instagram paradise8, with 
11 different themed sets9. Perhaps you’ll get the perfect selfie in the glitter ball10 
fantasy room, or maybe the cow’s kitchen!

Whitby
We promised you the seaside, and here we are. We’re in North 
Yorkshire and one of the best traditional seaside towns in the 
country, Whitby. There’s everything you’d expect from a British 
seaside town and more. There’s a sandy beach with donkey rides 
and colourful beach huts12, excellent fish and chips, and four piers13. Also, up above 
the town, is the ruined14 Whitby Abbey15, a beautiful landmark16 with a great view. 
You can climb 199 steps to get there or take a bus if you’re feeling lazy.

a Holiday for the vampire
But Whitby is a seaside town with a dark side. The writer Bram Stoker stayed 
here and in his legendary book, Dracula, the Prince of Darkness himself first 
arrives in Britain here, and kills his first victim17. Whitby has had a special 
place in the hearts of horror-lovers ever since, and twice a year many of 
them come to visit. The Whitby Goth Weekend takes place every year in 
April and October and sees thousands of people from the gothic subculture 
come to listen to live music and enjoy the town’s creepy18 atmosphere.

But there are no goths or vampires here now, just sea breeze19 and the 
sound of seagulls20. With the sun going down over the sea, this is the perfect 
place to end our road trip. We hope you’ve enjoyed our journey around the 
UK. Let’s do it again some time.

Solutions in the TF and on the 
web the following month

1 Dracula Whitby Abbey2

The Angel of the North6 Geordie7

3 Sydney Harbour Bridge

4 Newcastle upon Tyne 5 CTRL Pad

a

the seaside town of Whitby

PlayStation, arcade machines

tourists don’t understand it

B

C

d

The Tyne BridgeE

GatesheadF 199 stepsg

Match the words that go together 
and explain the connection.

Task

The angel of the North
Our next destination is the seaside, but there’s one 
thing we need to see on the way. We can’t leave this 
part of the world without visiting the Angel of the 
North. This giant sculpture is one of the UK’s most 
popular artworks, and you really have to see it to 
believe it. It is 20 metres high and its wings measure 
54 metres from wingtip (= konec křídla) to wingtip. 
That’s nearly the same as a Boeing 747’s wingspan11. 
It’s right next to the road so we’ll make a very quick 
stop, take a few pics and then it’s back on our way.

its wings stretch nearly as 
far as an aeroplane’s wings
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Task 2
Do you know what each picture shows? 
Match the pictures to the correct cities. If you 
are not sure, listen to the recording again.

1 2

3 4

5 6

9 10

7 8

A2–B1 TEST Track 4CD

Discuss

Do you remember the names of the eight regions covered in the 
UK road trip? Where did the series start and where did it end?

Which part of the UK is your favourite? Why?

Have you visited any of the places mentioned in the series?

Look back at the series and prepare an itinerary for a ten-day 
trip in the UK. Include both cities and natural features.

Cardiff LiverpooL

NewCastLe LoNdoN

ediNburgh bath MaNChester

beLfast gLasgow

birMiNghaM

This year we’ve visited a lot of places around 
the UK on our road trip, but how well do you 
remember where we’ve been? Here is a quiz 
about ten of the cities. Listen and guess which 
cities from the box are being described. For 
each city there are five clues. If you guess the 
city after just one clue, you get five points. After 
two clues, four points. After three clues, three 
points and so on. Are you ready? Here we go!

Quiz

For TeACherS Stop the recording after each clue and get 
students to give their guesses. Make a note of who gets the 
right answers and after how many clues. At the end, tell 
the students to count their points to see who got the most.

Task 1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

i

j
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SOCIETY A2–B1

Helping at Hlavák
ZUZANA SKLENKOVá (CR), LIAM PEACH (UK)

T he scene was as reported in the 
newspapers. In the Fantova building 
at Prague’s main train station, there 

were wooden benches (= lavičky) with 
tables set up along the walls, where people 
were resting with their few belongings. 
An elderly lady with a cane (= hůl) was 
being pushed back and forth (= sem a tam) 
in a wheelchair by a medic. A mother of 
multiple children was receiving directions 
from a volunteer about where she would 
be going next. I caught the words Karlovy 
Vary, the name of a place she had probably 
never heard of before, which would 
become her new home. I was in a safe 
space for Ukrainian refugees (= uprchlíci) in 
the train station, where several non-profit 
organisations are helping people coming 
from war-stricken (= zasaženou) Ukraine. 
There was a continuous movement of 
people coming and leaving.

Among the arrivals, the volunteers stood 
out (= vyčnívali), dressed in their orange 
vests and carrying signs in Ukrainian 
showing they were there to help. Some 
of them work for Iniciativa Hlavák, a self-
organised group of volunteers who 

have been assisting refugees since 2015. 
Currently, they are helping Ukrainians 
by interpreting in Ukrainian and Russian, 
carrying their luggage or giving out very 
much-needed snacks after the long journey.

You could easily help out too if you feel like 
lending a hand. I talked to the head of the 
volunteers, Veronika Dvorská, about the 
volunteer work and Iniciativa Hlavák.

What is the situation like at the main
station now (april 10th)?

Fewer people are coming in now, but they 
are often coming from further away and 

are more affected by the conflict. Most 
of the arrivals stay in the Czech Republic, 
not only in Prague, but they also travel to 
other towns, where they know people. 
Lots of people are just passing through, 
continuing their journey to Germany and 
Austria. The number of people changes 
every day, with anything from a few 
hundred to a thousand.

What is the main part of the
volunteers’ work?

First of all, we need to guide people 
who would otherwise get lost in the big 
building. We meet them on the platform, 
give them directions and help them buy 
tickets. We also meet their basic needs. We 
provide them with medical help, give them 
refreshments and in urgent situations also 
give them beds so they can rest. A very 
important part of the volunteers’ job is 
giving information about the help the 
refugees can receive in the Czech Republic. 
Like finding accommodation or work.

Who can become a volunteer?

Anybody. There are people of all ages 
starting at 16. And you can work in three 
positions: as a regular volunteer who helps 
the people find where they need to go; as 
an interpreter, for which you need to have 
a good command of Ukrainian or Russian; 
and finally, you can also help with giving 
out food in the kitchen tent. In fact, there 
is a large expat community helping in the 
kitchen. However, we have also worked with 
secondary schools and one teacher brought 
his class to help. Anybody can register for 
one of the three-hour shifts (= směny).

How do you feel about the solidarity
of the Czech public with Ukrainians?

Well, the wave of solidarity is big, and it 
was hard for us to get used to it. When we 
started helping refugees in 2015, assisting 
people leaving Czech detention centres 
(= zařízení pro zajištění cizinců), we received 
insults (= urážky) from the travellers at 
the station. Now it is a different situation, 
Czechs are connected to Ukraine, and 
everybody knows at least one Ukrainian. It’s 
a bit bittersweet (= hořkosladké) for me.

You can find out more about iniciativa Hlavák and the work they do on their website, www.iniciativahlavak.cz

photos © Jan Škop
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Benee

Makes a Splash*

Tate Mcrae

Takes Center Stage*

The Canadian singer Tate McRae is only 18 years old, 
but she is already famous for her beautiful voice and 
relatable4 songs. She’s been called “the new teen 
queen” and “Canada’s answer to Billie Eilish” by Elle 
magazine. However, she began her career as a dancer. 
McRae’s mother is a dance teacher, and she first 
learned to dance at the age of six. With her mother’s 
encouragement5, she quickly became successful. 
In 2017 she appeared on the cover of Dance Spirit 
magazine, and she won Best Female Dancer at the 
2018 Dance Awards in Las Vegas in the teen category.

But McRae decided she wanted more than a dance 
career. In 2017, she began sharing songs she wrote 
on her YouTube channel. Her bedroom was her 
recording studio. She was only 14 years old when she 
wrote the song “One Day”, and the song received 
37 million views.

Her music career may have started in her bedroom, 
but now she is famous all over the world. She has 
been in top 10 and top 40 charts6 in many countries. 
Belgium, Australia, Sweden and South Africa are some 
of the many places where she is popular now. Millions 
of people have heard her perform on American talk 
shows The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon and 
Jimmy Kimmel Live. You can hear her sing, too, at 
Roxy Prague on May 12th.

Benee  [Beni:] is famous on YouTube and TikTok for 
songs like “Supalonely”, but she didn’t always want to 
be a singer. In fact, Benee dreamed of the Olympics. As 
a teenager, she loved water polo. She also played the 
saxophone and guitar, but in high school she stopped 
making music and focused on her favourite sport. She 
hoped to compete on New Zealand’s Olympic team.

Luckily for us, she started to write and record music 
again at age 17, and she quickly became popular in 
New Zealand. Benee writes and performs music called 
alternative pop. Many young people relate to her 
personal lyrics. Her best-known songs are “Glitter”, 
“Soaked” and, of course, “Supalonely.”

The song “Supalonely” made her famous around the 
world. The lyrics are about feeling lonely: a theme 
many young people related to during Covid-19 
lockdowns. In fact, the song has more than 275 
million views on YouTube. She performed it on 
television in the US, including on The Ellen DeGeneres 
Show and The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon. She 
has also received awards in New Zealand and Europe 
for her music. She won Best New Zealand Act at the 
2020 MTV Europe Music Awards. Right now, Benee is 
traveling the world with her old hits and new music 
from her recent EP, Lychee. Her tour stops at Roxy 
Prague on May 22nd.

ActivitiesTFA2–B1 MUSIC

Th
e 

d
an
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1 to head to  [hed] – směřovat do
2 straightforward  [streɪtˈfɔːwəd] – přímý
3 industry  [ˈɪndəstri] – průmysl, 

showbyznys
4 relatable  [rɪˈleɪtəbl] – přístupný
5 encouragement 

 [ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒmənt] – podpora
6 chart  [tʃɑːt] – žebříček, hitparáda
7 fame and fortune  [feɪm ˈfɔːtʃuːn] – 

sláva a peníze
8 hug  [hʌɡ] – objetí
9 to bully sb  [ˈbʊli] – šikanovat
10 ethereal  [ɪˈθɪəriəl] – éterický
11 unique  [juˈniːk] – jedinečný

Vocabulary

Discuss

Who is your favourite female 
musical performer? Describe her 
music and genre.

Choose your favourite song by 
a female artist. Share the lyrics and 
explain to the class what it is about.

Explain any new words / expressions.

to take center stage – to be the center 
of attention
to make a splash – to attract a lot of 
attention, here also a joke on Benee’s 
hobby, water polo

Glossary

Unlike many other young stars, Norwegian singer Aurora did 
not seek fame and fortune7. Aurora grew up in a small town in 
the countryside, and as a child she loved nature and traditional 
clothing. She also liked to climb trees. She was very shy, and she 
hated hugs8. Her older sisters worried that other children would 
bully9 her.

However, Aurora was popular at school. When she started to 
make music as a teenager, other people saw her talent. Her 
classmates wanted all her attention, but she liked nature more 
than spending time at school or the shopping center. Unlike 
others, she didn’t share her music via videos or concerts. One 
day, however, she decided to perform a song at a school event. 
A classmate uploaded the song online without telling her and 
soon a Norwegian music agent contacted her. But Aurora 
wasn’t interested.

Her mom encouraged her to sign with the agency. She told 
Aurora that her music could help other people. Now, she inspires 
people across the world. Millions of people love her ethereal10 
music and unique11 voice. Her song “Runaway” has received over 
388 million views on YouTube. That’s a lot for someone who 
never wanted to post a video. She also sang on the soundtracks 
for Frozen II, Girls and Wolfwalkers. You can see Aurora perform 
live at Forum Karlín on June 6th and in Bratislava on June 25th. 
She will be playing old songs as well as new ones from her latest 
album The Gods We Can Touch.

Who’s That girl Up in That Tree?

Oh, It’s aurora!

Where These 
sTars sTarTed 
OuT
live music is finally back. 
These young female 
performers are all heading 
to1 Prague this summer. Have 
you heard their music yet? 
Interestingly, their paths 
to making music weren’t all 
that straightforward2. let’s 
learn how they got their 
starts in the industry3.
ANASTASIA MOUSER (US)
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A2–B1 SPaCE ActivitiesTF

a Trip to the
solar system

A  D i f f e r e n t  T y p e  o f  H o l i d a y

Where are you going on holiday this year? greece?
How boring. Italy? very dull1. Croatia? Been there, done that. 

What about taking a trip that’s really out of this world?
LIAM PEACH (UK)

The Highs and Lows* of Mars storm-Chasing7 on Jupiter
The biggest planet in the solar system is also home to one 
of its wildest features8. Jupiter’s Great Red Spot is not really 
a “spot” at all, but a giant storm. For storm-chasers, it is 
simply a must-see. But you definitely don’t want to get too 
close, as the winds are estimated9 to reach 430kph, and it 
is twice as wide as the Earth! The storm has been raging10 
for at least 300 years, but there is some evidence that it is 
getting smaller. It’s 
impossible to say 
how much longer it 
will last, so make sure 
you see it before it 
is too late!

Track 5CD

Our first 
destination is 
the closest: our 
neighbour, Mars. 
Although the 
Red Planet is just 
over half the size 
of Earth, some 
of its scenery2 is 

far more extreme than anything you can find at home. Most 
impressive3 of all is Olympus Mons, the highest volcano in the 
whole solar system. It is around 22km high – that’s two-and-
a-half times higher than Mount Everest. It is also 600km in 
diameter4, which is over 100 kilometres more than the entire 
length of the Czech Republic from west to east (494km). 
Luckily, if you want to take a selfie at the top, you don’t need 
to be an expert mountaineer. Its slopes5 are not steep6 at all, 
so you can walk up there pretty easily. However, it’s 300km 
from bottom to top, so you will need a few weeks at least! 
You should be safe from lava; Olympus Mons may still be 
technically active, but the last known eruption 
was a couple of million years ago.

Mars doesn’t just have the highest volcano
in the solar system, it also has the longest
and deepest known canyon. Valles Marineris
is enormous: 4,000km long and 7km deep.
In comparison, the Earth’s biggest canyon
is the Grand Canyon, which is just
450km long and 1.8km deep.

Let’s ride…

Far out!
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No tour of the solar system would be 
complete without a visit to the most 
unique-looking planet, Saturn. But let’s not spend too much 
time at the rings – they’re such a tourist trap12! Did you know 
that they are basically just loads of bits of ice, and are on 
average only about 20 metres thick? Pretty disappointing… 
Instead we are going to check out one of Saturn’s 82 moons.

saturn’s Rings? 
Don’t Bother…

1 dull  [dʌl] – nudný
2 scenery  [ˈsiːnəri] – scenérie
3 impressive  [ɪmˈpresɪv] – působivý
4 diameter  [daɪˈæmɪtə(r)] – průměr
5 slope  [sləʊp] – svah
6 steep  [stiːp] – prudký
7 storm chasing  [stɔːm ˈtʃeɪsɪŋ] – 

hon za bouří
8 feature  [ˈfiːtʃə(r)] – prvek
9 to estimate  [ˈestɪmeɪt] – 

odhadnout
10 to rage  [reɪdʒ] – běsnit, řádit
11 explosive  [ɪkˈspləʊsɪv] – výbušný
12 tourist trap  [ˈtʊərɪst træp] – 

past na turisty
13 to orbit  [ˈɔːbɪt] – obíhat
14 liquid methane  [ˈlɪkwɪd 
ˈmiːθeɪn] – tekutý metan

15 equator  [ɪˈkweɪtə(r)] – rovník

Vocabulary

the highs and lows of sth – the 
good and bad parts of something

Glossary

Hell on a Moon

The Weirdest Moon

so which
of these places 
would you like

to see?

Complete the sentences with 
the right words from the article.

Task 1

1

6

Olympus Mons, located on ____________ , is 

the highest ____________ in the solar system.

At the ____________ of this moon is the 

Shangri-La desert, which has high dunes.

2
The Great Red Spot on ____________ is 

not a place but a giant ____________ 

with speeds of up to 430kph.

3
The third moon of ____________ has lots of 

volcanoes. One of them is called Loki, and 

its ___________ take place every 475 days.

4
The Rings of ____________ are 

actually just a lot of pieces of ice. They 

are a total tourist ____________ .

5

On Saturn’s largest moon, called __________ , 

you can find many ____________ , 

____________ and rivers. But instead of water 

there is ____________ methane in them.

Space versus Earth
Can you name…

Task 2

Solutions in the TF and on the 
web the following month

the longest mountain range in the world?
the highest volcano in the world?
the longest river in the world?
the largest desert in the world?
the most populous city in the world?

We’re staying close to Jupiter 
for our next stop, the moon 
Io. Jupiter has (we think) 
79 moons, and although 
many of them are worth 
exploring, Io is definitely our top tip. We recommend Jupiter’s 
third moon for a really explosive11 time! It is the most volcanic 
place in the solar system, with at least 150 active volcanoes 
on its surface (and maybe as many as 400). But you’ve never 
seen volcanoes like these. Their eruptions are absolutely 
huge, sending material up to 500km into space. The biggest 
volcano is called Loki, and it measures 200km across. Luckily, 
Loki’s eruptions are very regular, making it easy to plan your 
trip if you want to watch one. Since 2013, Loki has had an 
eruption roughly every 475 days. And don’t worry if you are 
a little late, the eruptions usually continue for about 160 days! 
Sure, Io might look exactly like hell, but you will get some 
amazing pictures here.

Titan might be the weirdest place orbiting13 the sun. It is 
Saturn’s largest moon and is covered with seas, lakes and 
rivers. However, they are a little different from the ones back 
home, so don’t jump in for a swim just yet. Titan’s seas are 
made of liquid methane14, and there is so much of it that there 
is a methane cycle, just like the water cycle on Earth. Yes, this 
means that it rains methane here, so don’t forget an umbrella! 
There is water in the form of ice here, too, but it comes out of 
volcanoes rather than from the clouds. If that is all a bit wet 
for you, try visiting the Shangri-La desert at the equator15. 
It is an area of beautiful sand dunes which covers an area of 

10 million km2. The biggest 
dunes can reach a height 
of 100m. Just don’t expect 
any camels here!
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A2–B1 PEOPlE / HISTOrY

New Zealanders?

Who are the…

The Ship That Couldn’t land

1 When did Abel Tasman try to land in New Zealand?
2 What did he call the place where he tried to land?
3 How long was it before Europeans returned?

Listen to a recording about the first european 
who tried to land in New Zealand.

Cd ParT 2

Tracks 6–8CD

In terms of human history, New Zealand is one of the “youngest” 
countries in the world. There were still Neanderthals in Europe when 

the first people reached New Zealand’s neighbour, Australia, but New 
Zealand remained uninhabited1 throughout the Stone, Bronze and 

Iron ages and throughout the rise and fall of civilisations.

PAUL FARRINGTON-DOUGLAS (UK)

1 Why did the Māori start fighting 
among themselves?

2 What is tikanga?

Listen to a recording about the Māori 
and answer the following questions.

Cd ParT 1

a Warrior5 People

The Polynesian Migrations

Otakar II was probably king of Bohemia and Marco Polo was 
exploring Asia when the first people landed their waka hourua, 
or journeying canoes, on the shores2 of New Zealand. Traditional 
stories tell of the arrival of the first waka hourua, guided3 by the 
explorer known as Kupe, from a land called Hawaiki in Polynesia. 
Others followed over the next couple of centuries. Traditional 
stories speak of seven migrations, each connected with a specific, 
named waka hourua. Today, the descendants4 of those Polynesian 
settlers are known as the Māori. They are divided into groups or 
tribes called iwi, each of which has a history going back to one of 
the original migrations.

In 1769, the Europeans came back. British explorer James 
Cook made maps of the entire coast from the sea. At first, 
the Europeans were more interested in the sea than the land. 
Whaling6 had become a huge industry and whaling ships found 
New Zealand a good stopping point. The ships began trading7 
with the Māori, and the products they brought caused huge social 
changes. For example, the sale of thousands of guns to warring 
iwi led to the Musket8 Wars. This was a 30-year period of fighting 
that resulted in up to 40,000 deaths, dramatically changing the 
balance of power between the iwi.

Whales and gunsMāori legend says that Kupe had to kill the giant octopus 
Te Wheke-a-Muturangi before he could land on New Zealand.
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temporarily  [ˈtemprərəli] – dočasně
earthquake  [ˈɜːθkweɪk] – zemětřesení
carved  [kɑːvd] – vyřezávaný
fort  [fɔːt] – pevnost
bay  [beɪ] – záliv
convict  [kənˈvɪkt] – trestanec
minority  [maɪˈnɒrəti] – menšina

Listening Vocabulary

1 uninhabited  [ʌnɪnˈhæbɪtɪd] – 
neobydlený

2 shore  [ʃɔː(r)] – pobřeží
3 to guide  [ɡaɪd] – vést
4 descendant  [dɪˈsendənt] – potomek
5 warrior  [ˈwɒriə(r)] – válečník
6 whaling  [ˈweɪlɪŋ] – lov velryb
7 to trade  [treɪd] – obchodovat
8 musket  [ˈmʌskɪt] – mušketové (typ 

palné zbraně)
9 treaty  [ˈtriːti] – smlouva
10 right  [raɪt] – právo
11 ownership  [ˈəʊnəʃɪp] – vlastnictví
12 property  [ˈprɒpəti] – majetek
13 to convert  [kənˈvɜːt] – obrátit na víru
14 to intend to do sth  [ɪnˈtend] – zamýšlet
15 labour  [ˈleɪbə(r)] – pracovní síla
16 unequal  [ʌnˈiːkwəl] – nerovný
17 poverty  [ˈpɒvəti] – chudoba
18 movement  [ˈmuːvmənt] – hnutí
19 faith  [feɪθ] – víra

Vocabulary

The Second World War brought new immigrants: European Jews 
in the 1930s, Poles during the war years, and thousands of other 
Europeans in the late 1940s. Immigration policy was still racist: 
a government statement in the 1950s read “We are and intend 
to14 remain a country of European development (= vývoj).” Large 
numbers of Pacific Islanders were invited to the country as cheap 
labour15 in the 1960s, making the 
population both more diverse but 
also more unequal16, with a lot of 
poverty17 and crime among Pacific 
Islanders and Māori. By that time, 
however, there was a new Māori 
protest movement18 that fought 
for things like bringing back the 
Māori language and land rights.

In 1840, an agreement called the Treaty of Waitangi was signed 
by representatives of both the British and the Māori. This 
made New Zealand part of the British Empire. On paper and in 
law, it meant that the Māori had many legal rights10, including 
ownership11 of their land and all the rights of British citizens. 
However, the treaty was broken many times, and most land 
and property12 were taken by the Europeans. Missionaries 
converted13 most Māori to Christianity, destroying the social 
systems built on tikanga, the complex Māori system of rules and 
customs. European diseases also killed many thousands. Māori 
culture was almost destroyed.

Treaties9 and genocide

1 What does 
pākehā mean?

2 Which group 
of immigrants 
dominated the 
South Island?

3 What caused 
thousands of 
Chinese workers 
to be invited to 
New Zealand?

Listen to a recording 
about immigrants 
in New Zealand and 
answer the following 
questions.

Cd ParT 3

Pākehā New Zealand

From racism to 
Inclusion (= začlenění)

The Māori renaissance has had a deep effect on New Zealanders’ 
identity. Since the 1980s, government agencies have respected 
both Māori and Pākehā languages, culture and institutions. 
Modern New Zealanders learn about Māori culture and almost 
everyone knows at least a few words of the language. The 
country today is still over 70% Pākehā, but it is increasingly 
diverse in ethnicity, culture and faith19. Most New Zealanders no 
longer think of their country as white European but as bicultural 
(= dvojkulturní) or multicultural, and they have built a national 
identity on the ideas of tolerance, community and togetherness.

The Multicultural Present
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A2–B1 TElEvISION

SCI-FI TO 
STREAM 

IN SPRING 

The spring Tv series lineup1 is exciting for sci-fi fans. 
There are new seasons of existing sci-fi shows
coming out, as well as new shows from established 
franchises*. If you love sci-fi, you have a lot to
look forward to this spring.
DAMIEN GALEONE (US)

Obi-Wan Kenobi, a six-episode Star Wars miniseries, will 
premiere on May 27th on Disney+. It 3 ____________ ten years 
after Star Wars III: Revenge6 of the Sith. At the start of the 
show, most of the Jedi have already been killed during the 
Great Jedi Purge7 and Darth Vader rules8 the galaxy. The few 
remaining Jedi are hiding on planets around the universe. The 
series is about Jedi Obi-Wan Kenobi, mentor to Anakin and, 
later, Luke Skywalker. Kenobi is hiding on the desert planet of 
Tatooine, and is hunted by inquisitors* and imperial officers9. 
At the same time, he tries to keep an eye on a very young 
Luke Skywalker, who 4 ____________ on his uncle’s farm 
on Tatooine. Ewan MacGregor again plays Obi-Wan Kenobi, 
who is now a bit older and has lost hope. Hayden Christensen 
plays the terrible Sith lord Darth Vader, who wants to kill the 
remaining Jedi and wants revenge against Obi-Wan Kenobi 
(probably for cutting off his arms and legs).

Good news for Trekkies everywhere: a new Star Trek series 
premieres on May 5th on Paramount+. Season one of Star 
Trek: Strange New Worlds 1 ____________ the adventures 
of the USS Enterprise as it explores strange new worlds. 
However, the captain of the Enterprise will not be the famous 
James T. Kirk, but his predecessor2 Christopher Pike. Strange 
New Worlds is a prequel3 to the original Star Trek series 
(1966–1969) and shows the Enterprise’s journeys ten years 
before James T. Kirk 2 ____________ its captain. The new 
series is a spinoff4 of Star Trek: Discovery, which featured 
Christopher Pike as a character. Like all Star Trek series, 
Strange New Worlds will capture viewers’ imaginations5 with 
distant galaxies and their unique inhabitants.

May 5th

STAR TREK: STRANGE 
NEW WORLDS

May 27th

OBI-WAN KENOBI
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1 lineup  [ˈlaɪnʌp] – sestava
2 predecessor  [ˈpriːdəsesə(r)] – 

předchůdce
3 prequel  [ˈpriːkwəl] – příběh 

předcházející existujcímu příběhu
4 spinoff  [ˈspɪn ɒf] – volné pokračování
5 to capture viewers’ imaginations 

 [ˈkæptʃə(r) ˈvjuːə(r)s  ɪˌmædʒɪˈneɪʃn] – 
zaujmout diváky

6 revenge  [rɪˈvendʒ] – pomsta
7 purge  [pɜːdʒ] – čistka
8 to rule  [ruːl] – vládnout
9 officer  [ˈɒfɪsə(r)] – důstojník
10 to struggle with  [ˈstrʌɡl] – zápasit s
11 supernatural presence 

 [suːpəˈnætʃrəl ˈprezns] – 
nadpřirozená bytost

12 survival  [səˈvaɪvl] – přežití
13 wasteland  [ˈweɪstlænd] – pustina
14 insecure  [ɪnsɪˈkjʊə(r)] – 

nejistý, nesebevědomý
15 to be obsessed with sth  [əbˈsest] – 

být posedlý něčím

Vocabulary

franchise – a collection of movies or 
TV shows taking place in the same 
world and with (some of) the same 
characters
inquisitor – a Jedi-hunter in Star Wars
nerdy – socially awkward, often 
interested in studying

Glossary

SCI-FI TO 
STREAM 

IN SPRING 

Fill in the gaps with the verbs 
from the box. There are two 
extra verbs you will not need.

stars became

have moved out of

is growing up

spends will follow

brings is set

featured

look forward to

Task

Solutions in the TF and on the 
web the following month

On May 27th, season 4 of Stranger Things 
will premiere on Netflix. Set in the 1980s 
in the American town of Hawkins, Indiana, 
Stranger Things season 4 again centers 
on the group of young friends: Dustin, 
Lucas, Mike, Will, Max, and Eleven. In the 
past seasons, they have struggled with10 
problems from our world and from the 
alternate universe called the Upside Down. 
The new season 5 ____________ both 
similar and new problems. It starts six 
months after the events of season 3 and 
the Battle of Starcourt Mall. The kids are 
all in high school, which is a difficult new 
environment. Making things worse, they 
are separated for the first time, since the 
Byers family and Eleven 6 ____________ 
Hawkins. And worst of all, a mysterious 
new supernatural presence11 appears 
from the Upside Down. Chief Hopper 
will have his own issues as he fights for 
survival12 in the snowy wastelands13 of 
Kamchatka, Russia against both human and 
supernatural enemies. Stranger Things 4 – 
new season, new problems.

Ms. Marvel is the latest offering from the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe and comes to 
Disney+ in June. Based on the comic of the 
same name, Ms. Marvel focuses on Kamala 
Khan (Iman Vellani), a teenage Pakistani-
American girl from New Jersey. Kamala is 
a nerdy* and insecure14 girl who is obsessed 
with15 the Avengers and 7 ____________ 
most of her days dreaming about being 
a superhero. That is until she discovers she 
has superpowers and becomes one herself. 
Ms. Marvel looks like it will be a bit of a new 
direction for the MCU, with a teenage girl 
as the main character for the first time. 
However, like all the other Marvel stories, 
it will be a great mixture of fun, action and 
drama. And if you enjoy the series, you can 
8 ____________ seeing Kamala again in the 
movie The Marvels which will be in cinemas 
next year.

May 27th

STRANGER 
THINGS, SEASON 4

June 8th

MS. MARVEL

May 27th

OBI-WAN KENOBI
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Complete the rules with the 
correct quantifier from the box.

Now complete the sentences 
with the correct word.

Task 1

Task 2

A2–B1 laNgUagE / graMMar

LIAM PEACH (UK)

G r a M M a r  a n d  V o c a b u L a r y
T r o u b L e  r e c a p

Quantifiers with Countable 
and Uncountable Nouns

Commonly Confused Words
Much Many A few A little Few

Little Less Fewer A lot of / Lots of

We use it with uncountable nouns in 
positive sentences to mean a small 
amount (but enough). ____________

3

____________ people prefer summer to winter, 
but I just love cold days. I guess I’m strange!

3

We use it with plural countable nouns in positive 
sentences (although it sounds rather formal), 
negative sentences and questions. ____________

1

I always keep ____________ money in my purse 
in case I see something cheap I’d like to buy.

1

We use it with uncountable nouns in 
positive sentences to mean a small amount 
(that isn’t enough). ____________

4

She can’t afford to come to the cinema. She 
has ____________ money after buying that PS5.

4

We use it with uncountable nouns in negative 
sentences and questions. ____________

2

I have ____________ followers on Instagram 
than Seb – he has hundreds, but I only have 10!

2

We use it with countable nouns to 
mean a smaller number. ____________

8

Woah! That’s too much chili! You 
should put much ____________ in! 
Our mouths are going to be on fire!

8

We use it with uncountable nouns to 
mean a smaller amount. ____________

9

We use it with countable nouns in 
positive sentences to mean a small 
number (but enough). ____________

5

How ____________ time do we 
have before your parents get back?

5

We use it with countable nouns in
positive sentences to mean a small
amount (that isn’t enough). ____________

6

Most of these ideas are pretty stupid, 
but ____________ might work.

6

We use it with countable and uncountable 
nouns mainly in positive sentences but also with 
negative sentences and questions. ____________

7

Nearly nobody speaks Latin anymore – very 
____________ people choose to learn it.

7

Complete the sentences 
with the correct option.

Task 3

It’s Saturday tomorrow so I’m 
going to lie / lay in bed all day.

3

She has such an annoying smile / 
laugh. She sounds like a hyena!

1

Summer camp was really funny / fun last year. 
We played volleyball, swam in the lake, went on 
a midnight walk through the forest – it was great.

4

I studied / learnt all night for the test, and 
I still failed! I didn’t study / learn anything.

2

The doctor will use a thermometer to 
check / control your temperature.

8

Can you help me carry / wear 
this box? It’s really heavy.

9

I’m going to Spain this summer. 
It’ll be a fantastic possibility / 
opportunity to practise my Spanish.

10

We hope the trip will happen next month, 
but I must warn you there is a small 
opportunity / possibility it will be cancelled.

5

OK everyone, big smiles / laughs 
for the camera. Say cheese!

6

Wow! That joke is just not fun / funny. 
I don’t think you should tell it ever again.

7

This year we have looked at some of the most 
common grammar (and vocabulary) problems. 

We hope that it helped, because now it is time to 
find out how much you remember from the topics 

we have covered in the past school year.
Good luck!
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Solutions in the TF and on 
the web the following month

Ed / INg adjectives verbs of Obligation

Complete the sentences with the correct 
phrasal verbs from the box in the right form.

Task 7

Phrasal verbs

look forward to set up put off find out
get on with turn up give up take off

Ah, come in, ____________ 
your coat and get comfortable!

3

After the operation Rich had to ____________ 
playing football. It just wasn’t possible anymore.

1

Lucy is really ____________ going to Mexico. 
She has been excitedly planning it for months.

4

I don’t really ____________ Zara. We 
have different opinions on everything.

2

Nobody invited Max to the party but he just 
____________ at the door and asked to come in.

8

Come on, come with us! The homework isn’t 
due until next week – you can _________ it 
_________ for a few more days.

5

Can you please help me ____________ my new 
laptop? I don’t know how to install the apps.

6

I was researching my family history 
and ____________ that my great-great-
grandfather was actually from Germany.

7

use the correct form (-ed or -ing) of the 
verbs given to complete the sentences.

The following sentences are all 
wrong. Can you explain why?

Task 4 Task 6

This game is really ____________ 
(frighten). I don’t think kids should play it.

3
You mustn’t come to the party if you 
don’t want to – it’s completely up to you.

3

She is really ____________ (interest) in horse 
racing, but I think it’s really ____________ (bore).

1
The teacher caught Jack smoking and now he 
must write an essay about the dangers of tobacco.

1

We are a bit ____________ (worry) about Tim. 
He is acting very strangely at the moment.

4
In the exam you don’t have to use a mobile 
phone. If you do, you will fail automatically.

4

I’ve just had a massage, I’m 
so ____________ (relax).

2
I saw this dress in the shop window yesterday 
and simply must buy it. Do you like it?

2

Ugh! What a ____________ 
(tire) day! I’m ready for bed.

5
I felt so sorry for her that I must have 
given her some money. I hope it helped.

5

The food in the school canteen is 
absolutely ____________ (disgust)! 
How do they expect us to eat it?

6

The way the film ended was really ____________ 
(surprise). I had no idea he was the murderer.

7

Irregular verbs

Correct the mistakes with irregular 
verbs in the following sentences.

Task 5

You have wore that coat every winter since 
2015! Don’t you think you need a new one?

3

Last year we flown to 
America in August.

1

Jess has ran 2 marathons already this year 
and plans to do another one next month.

4

He cutted his own hair 
and it looked so bad!

2

The first time Nick ridden 
a horse he was really scared.

5

Mo spended all her money at the 
start of the holiday and couldn’t 
buy anything in the last week. 

5

When I was in England I understand most 
things, but it was much harder in Scotland.

6

Have you ever went to Japan? 
It’s a fascinating country.

6

I thinked about you all 
the time we were apart.

7

Pam broke her arm when 
she fallen off a ladder.

7
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ActivitiesTF

Fun in
THe Pun

Puns anD Pies
Puns can even be found in the calendar. 

May 4th is Star Wars Day. Why May 4th? 
So you can tell people the whole day “May 
the fourth be with you.” This sounds very 
similar to “May the Force1 be with you”, an 
iconic phrase from the Star Wars movies.

There’s a mathematical pun in the calendar 
as well. March 14th is pi day. In geometry, pi 
represents a very long number that starts 
with 3.14. Americans write dates with the 
month first and then the day, so March 14th 
is written 3.14. And of course, the traditional 
food to eat on March 14th is pie2. Restaurants 
and bakeries have discounts on pies, and for 
pizza pies* too. A very tasty pun!

Puns anD 
PRoDuCTs
Puns are sometimes used in advertising3. 
This is risky because the puns might be 
so bad that people hate the product they 
are advertising. And if a pun is good, 
people may remember the pun and not 
the product. For example, in 1988 a shoe 
company called Kinney had as their slogan 
“We only sell the right shoe”. What a great 
pun! Unfortunately, Kinney is no longer in 
business. Is there a connection?

Some people love puns and other people – 
well, they don’t love them as much. I love 
puns but people who don’t like puns think 
they are not very punny. See what I did 
there?

noTHing neW
From the time that humans began to speak 
there have been puns. There were puns 
written in hieroglyphs in ancient Egypt and 
in Latin on the walls of Pompeii.

William Shakespeare loved wordplay and 
his work is full of puns. Shakespeare loved 
puns so much he even put them in his 
tragedies. Here’s a pun from Romeo and 
Juliet when Romeo’s friend Mercutio is 
lying on the ground dying:

“Ask for me tomorrow, and you shall find 
me a grave man.”

Mercutio was known as a very funny person 
and now he is saying that tomorrow he will 
be grave (serious), which is a play on grave, 
the place where dead people are buried.

A2–B1 FUN/laNgUagE Track 9CD

Fun in
THe Pun

did you hear the
joke about the three
holes in the ground? Well, 
well, well. did you get it?* 
The word well has more 
than one meaning; this 
kind of wordplay is called 
a pun. We say “well, well, 
well” when we hear some 
surprising information, 
and a well is also a hole in 
the ground from where we 
can get water. a pun can 
also be a play on words 
that sound the same, or 
almost the same but have 
different meanings.
PATRICK PHILLIPS (US)

egghead

[ˈeɡhed]

noun informal

a highly academic or studious 

person; intellectual
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knoCk knoCk. 
WHo’s THeRe?
The best place for puns is in a joke. 
One type of joke that specializes in 
puns is the “daughter joke”. Daughter 
jokes always start off in the same way, 
for example:

She was only a banker’s daughter but she 
had a lot of cents. The word cents sounds 
like sense4.

There are even puns based on old jokes. 
One of the oldest and most stupid jokes in 
English goes like this:

Why did the chicken cross the road? To get 
to the other side.

Did you laugh at that? I didn’t think so. But 
look what happens when we use a pun:

Why did the chicken cross the playground? 
To get to the other slide5. Yes it’s bad, but at 
least it made you laugh, right?

Probably the most famous (or infamous6) 
pun jokes are “knock-knock jokes”. There 
are hundreds of these jokes, all of them so 
terrible they’re funny. They all follow the

same formula7: the person telling
the joke starts with “knock, knock”

and then the other person has to
reply, “Who’s there?” The joke
teller then says the name of
a person or thing and the other 
person has to repeat that name 
followed by “who?”

Knock, knock!
Who’s there?
Cash.
Cash who?
No thanks, I prefer peanuts.

We can use puns to make fun of old 
sayings8. If you would like to have more 
than is possible, we say “you can’t have 
your cake and eat it too.” The joke version 
goes like this:

John was dating both Katherine and Edith, 
who were sisters. The girls’ father told 
John he had to choose only one, because 
everyone knows you can’t have your Kate 
and Edith too.

Hmm, maybe I’m beginning to understand 
why some people hate puns.

Do you understand these puns?

Task

1 force  [fɔːs] – síla
2 pie  [paɪ] – koláč
3 advertising 

 [ˈædvətaɪzɪŋ] – reklama
4 sense  [sens] – rozum
5 slide  [slaɪd] – klouzačka
6 infamous  [ˈɪnfəməs] – 

nechvalně známý
7 formula  [ˈfɔːmjələ] – vzorec
8 saying  [ˈseɪɪŋ] – řčení

Vocabulary

to get a joke – to understand it
pizza pie – another word for 
a pizza in the US

Glossary

Time flies like an arrow. Who’s faster?

fruiT flies like a banana.
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Crack1 the

anthropoid

C O M P E T I T I O N

What is the secret message connected to 
Operation Anthropoid? Send your answers 

to competition@bridge-online.cz, Subject: 
Anthropoid, by May 30th. Three of you will 

win little gifts from Bridge Publishing House.

A2–B1 PUZZlE

1 to crack  [kræk] – rozluštit
2 cipher  [ˈsaɪfə(r)] – šifra
3 to correspond  [kɒrəˈspɒnd] – odpovídat
4 vowel  [ˈvaʊəl] – samohláska
5 consonant  [ˈkɒnsənənt] – souhláska

Vocabulary

agents, here are your 
instructions for the 
mission. Each letter
of the alphabet 
corresponds3 to a
number in the message. 
Can you solve the 
cipher and read your 
instructions?
The success of
the mission
depends on you!

TIPS
 Look for single-letter words. In English there are only two 

of these.

 Look for single letters after an apostrophe. In English 
these can only be “d”, “s” or “t”.

 Try to solve short words first. Two-letter words are very 
often a vowel4 + a consonant5. The most common two-
letter words in English are of, to, in, is, it and on. The most 
common three-letter words are the, and, for, was and his

 Look for double letters. The most common are “ll”, “ee”, 
“ss”, “oo” and “tt”.

 Use your knowledge of Operation Anthropoid to help you.

Cipher2

5,22,2 25,9,4,1 12,7,9,9 5,4,13,2 25,9,4,8,2 21,1 12,2,11,1,2,24,11,4,19.

5,22,3,21,12 4 14,21,23,14 21,3 17,24,2 4 16,17,1.

16,21,21,11 9,17,8,13!

22,2,19,11,3,7,8,22‘24 8,4,3 7,24 4 16,3,2,2,1 23,2,3,8,2,11,2,24.

2,24,8,4,25,2 21,1 14,7,8,19,8,9,2.

A B C D E F G H i j K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

14 11 2 19
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International ESOL
Achiever B1

Here is a sample of the LanguageCert B1 exam. 
How well can you do? 
More information about LanguageCert exams 
is available at www.languagecert.org.

B1 TEST

Listening Part 1
You will hear some sentences. You will hear each sentence twice. 
Choose the best reply to each sentence.

a) Yes, it’s been fun.

b) I’ll be right there.

c) It isn’t this evening.

a) Oh, what a shame.

b) I don’t have that.

c) Yes, of course.

a) She often does.

b) I can’t remember it.

c) Everyone knows her.

a) Oh, don’t you know it?

b) I can sing very well.

c) It’s great, isn’t it?

a) Not too bad, thank you.

b) I’ve still got the same job.

c) It’s not only my problem.

a) He hasn’t said.

b) I don’t think so.

c) Next Wednesday.

a) What day is that?

b) What time is best?

c) Thanks for doing it.

1.

3.

5.

2. 6.

7.

4.

Conversation 2

Conversation 3

1. Why does the man want help with his ticket?

 a) He wants to change it.

 b) He has paid too much.

 c) There are no seats.

2. The man thinks the five-dollar fee is

 a) much too expensive.

 b) surprisingly cheap.

 c) a serious problem.

3. The man is

 a) in an office.

 b) at a hairdresser’s.

 c) in a travel agency.

4. What does the woman think about her 
summer plans?

 a) Going abroad will be exciting.

 b) Her holidays aren’t long enough.

 c) The summer won’t be relaxing.

5. The woman is helping the man to

 a) apply for something.

 b) contact someone.

 c) decide what to study.

6. The man feels

 a) frightened.

 b) confident.

 c) nervous.

Conversation 1

Listening Part 2
You will hear some conversations. You will hear each 
conversation twice. Choose the correct answers for 
each conversation.
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Listening Part 3
You will hear someone talking. You will hear the person twice. 
Complete the information. Write short answers of one to 
three words.

Listening Part 4
You will hear someone talking. You will hear the person twice. 
Complete the information. Write short answers of one to 
three words.

1. Time Centre opens:

2. Where to book computers:

3. Best place to meet teachers:

4. Number of language teachers at 
the centre:

5. Topic of art exhibition:

6. Type of music this evening:

7. Floor where lunch is served:

Which subject is Katya most concerned about?

a) History.

b) Science.

c) Geography.

Why does Katya think she has low marks? She

a) finds it difficult.

b) gets no help from teachers.

c) doesn’t know why.

Why does Katya worry about projects? They’re

a) harder than exams.

b) work done at home.

c) part of the final mark.

Why does Katya find using the web difficult?

a) Her computer’s confusing.

b) There’s too much material.

c) It takes ages to start.

Mr Finlay wants Katya to

a) get help from a teacher.

b) talk to all her teachers.

c) ask friends to explain.

What does Mr Finlay decide to do?

a) Ask students for help.

b) Teach Katya about IT.

c) Provide IT advice for students.

1.

3.

5.

2.

6.

4.
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Reading Part 1
Read the texts. Choose the correct answer to complete each text.

2.

U s i n g  y o U r  t r a v e l  c a r d

 Make sure you have enough money on it

 Show card at start of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Keep card with you at all times

 Report loss immediately

1.

 Single or shared accommodation

 Short-term and long-term let

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Fully furnished

Contact: rooms@studylet.co.gb

a) No facilities b) No vacancies c) Near college

Fantastic student rooms to let

a) travel b) journey c) adventure

Thanks for visiTing!
We hope you have enjoyed your 
day out at Harling Fun Park 
and that you will want to come 
back. Remember to bring this 

leaflet . . . . . . . . . . . .  and we will
let you into the park for half price.

3.

a) if you’ve forgotten anything

b) to get another cheap ticket

c) when you visit us again

4.

a) after b) before c) as

Hot Seafood Salad
An unusual and exciting 
new dish for your 
summer picnics.

Chop tomatoes, onions 
and cucumbers and add 
150–200 grams of prawns 
per person.

Add fresh chilli peppers to salad dressing 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  serving on a bed of cold white rice.

a) some b) any c) few

TimeTable informaTion

There will be engineering work on 
The line This weekend. This may cause 
delays To ............. services.

check Times before you sTarT your 
journey.

call 0868 224513 for updaTes.

5.
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Reading Part 2
Read the text. Use the sentences to complete the text. Choose the correct 
sentence for each gap. There is one extra sentence you will not need.

Karaoke
There are many different types of 
popular entertainment. The most 
successful of these are usually very 
simple. (1) ____________ .

Karaoke is a Japanese word which 
translates as ‘empty orchestra.’ 
The idea is that the music of a 
song is played without the words. 
(2) ____________ . The result may not 
always be of great musical quality. It is, 
however, usually great fun.

(3) ____________ . It has been 
around for as long as people have 
made music. Karaoke has basically 
developed a tradition which already 
existed. (4) ____________ . In a word – 
technology. Karaoke records both 
music and words and lets people put 
them together.

We don’t usually know who first 
had the idea for any type of popular 
entertainment. These things 
seem to develop by themselves. 

(5) ____________ . In fact, it is generally 
accepted that the idea for Karaoke as 
we know it today belongs to someone 
named Daisuke Inoue. Unfortunately, 
he never registered the name officially 
and missed the chance to make a lot of 
money. He did win an award for ‘a new 
way for people to tolerate each other.’ 
(6) ____________ .

A The idea of singing along to background music is not new

B With Karaoke, however, this is not the case

C What it has done is to use something which did not exist in 
earlier times

D Nobody knows how Karaoke became so popular

e People read these from a screen and sing along to the music

F If Karaoke has done this, it is truly priceless

G Karaoke is a perfect example of this type of success story
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Reading Part 3
Read the four texts. Which text gives you the answer to each 
question? Choose the correct text (A–D) for each question.

Writing Part 1
Read the following advertisement in a newspaper. Write a letter 
to the newspaper to enter the competition.

Which text:

1. is from a letter to a friend?

2. is for hotel guests to read on arrival?

Which text gives you the answers to the following questions?

3. What’s the name of the hotel manager?

4. How can someone see what the rooms are like?

5. When do guests have to leave their rooms?

6. How can guests pay?

7. How can guests get information when there is no-one at the 
reception desk?

Welcome to Grange Lodge. Guests are free to come and go 
at any time but we would ask you to enter quietly after 11pm 
as others may be sleeping. Reception is open from 6am to 
10pm. For any queries outside these times please phone 
0101. Internet and email access are available in all rooms for 
a small charge. Please vacate rooms and check out by 11am.

Please take the time to tell us how you enjoyed your stay. 
As the Manager, I value any comments our guests make 
and use them to improve our service. Please give a contact 
telephone number or email address so that we can follow up 
any comments you make. Thanks again for your feedback. 
Jan Bartlett

It’s the best place I’ve ever stayed – you have to try it! They 
really make you feel at home and do everything they can 
to help. I’ve put some photos in with the letter so you can 
see what it’s like. The rooms are great, aren’t they? I had a 
wonderful time staying there and managed to get home with 
no problems. Love, Jude

Thank you for your reservation. We confirm that your online 
special room rate is $44. Please confirm that you accept 
these terms by clicking on Reply and entering card details 
for payment, or faxing them to 0989 776655. Rooms are 
available to guests from 13:00 onwards. Please contact us if 
you are going to arrive after 21:00.

A

C

B

D

Solutions in the TF and on the web the following month

Say:

 where you want to go

 who you will take with you

 why you want to go there.

Write between 70–100 words.

H o l i d a y  C o m p e t i t i o n

We have a new competition. 
The lucky winner will get free tickets 

for two people to anywhere in the world. 
All you have to do to enter is to 

write a letter to the editor.

Good luck everybody!
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"Parental Conspiracy"

swag (adj, slang) – cool, awesome; dab (v) – to do the 
dance move shown in panel 2; cringe (n, adj, slang) – 
(the quality of being) intensely embarrassing
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